Vision-based human detection is a fundamental task in visual content analysis. It has a wide range of applications, especially for person search and retrieval. To reduce the reliance of detection models on large amount of labeled data, we modify Faster R-CNN to facilitate semi-supervised human detection. Specifically, a Reliability Analysis (RA) module is included as an add-on into our Self-Enhanced R-CNN (SE-RCNN) model. The unlabeled images can be pseudo-annotated reliably under the help of this module. As a result, both labeled and unlabeled data are fed simultaneously for model optimization. The additional supervision, in turn, guides the training of a detection module in our model. The two aspects, extracting precise proposals and generating reliable pseudo annotations, can be mutually reinforced. Unlike previous related works, it is the first attempt to build a single-stage semi-supervised human detection model. In our experiment, we observe that the RA module plays an important role in exploiting unlabeled data and leads to state-of-the-art results of SE-RCNN on multiple benchmarks.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a core component for many promising applications, such as self-driving vehicles, visual surveillance and person reidentification, human detection has attracted considerable attention of both academic and industrial researchers in recent years. The main challenges are caused by scale and pose variations, occlusion, and so on [1] . A number of supervised models have been developed for this task [2] - [5] . Although considerable progress has been achieved, existing supervised models highly rely on sufficient well-annotated images for training. For instance, safety is critically important for autonomous driving, and lots of efforts have been devoted in annotating training data acquired in highways and urban roads. However, the detection performance of the resulting models is not satisfactory in complex scenes, while collecting sufficient and strict annotations in the form of bounding boxes in large-scale and various scenarios is very challenging and expensive. Hence, it is important to utilize readily available unlabeled data for making detection models to generalize well to unseen data.
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Given both labeled data and unlabeled data, semisupervised learning has been well studied and applied to many tasks, such as image classification [6] , [7] , person re-identification [8] , [9] , and domain adaptation [10] , [11] . Semi-supervised learning also provides an effective approach for reducing the dependency of object detection methods on the availability of large-scale labeled data, especially for the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)-based methods. In [12] , Dong et al. proposed a few-example object detection model, in which model optimization and high-confidence example selection are performed iteratively. Wu et al. [9] also progressively assigned pseudo labels for unlabeled data and then update a CNN for person re-identification. Exploiting a large amount of unlabeled data is helpful for collecting adequate number of object instances, which is in turn useful for improving detection performance. For human detection, previous methods [13] - [15] mainly adopt a two-stage strategy: apply a pre-trained detector to unlabeled data for new training sample collection, and re-train the detector on the extended training data. In contrast to these methods, we propose a single-stage approach to feed both labeled data and unlabeled data directly to a Region-based Convolutional Neural Network (R-CNN) for enhancing detector training, such that the training process is simplified and the detection performance can be improved significantly.
In essence, this work aims to exploit readily available unlabeled data for facilitating semi-supervised human detection. A key problem is how to eliminate error propagation when including new training samples from unlabeled data. To cope with this problem, we propose a Self-Enhanced R-CNN (SE-RCNN) model. Different from Faster R-CNN [16] , we incorporate a Reliability Analysis (RA) module into the detection framework for annotating unlabeled data. FIGURE 1 shows the architecture of our SE-RCNN model, which consists of two complementary modules for detection and reliability analysis. When feeding an unlabeled image into the model, the Self-Enhanced Detection (SED) module produces a set of high-confidence proposal boxes, and the RA module estimates the corresponding reliability. The proposals with high reliability scores are used as pseudo annotations for the unlabeled image after Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS). As a consequence, the resulting unlabeled images can be used to optimize the SED module as well as the labeled image. It is noted that this process is completed within a single iteration. The two modules mutually reinforce each other by providing better proposals and generating more accurate annotations. Extensive experimental analyses on challenging datasets are performed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed SE-RCNN model. We also provide detailed discussion on the benefits of the RA module on the test dataset.
In summary, the main contributions of this work are as follows:
(1) Different from previous human detection methods focusing on performing fully supervised learning, we work on the more challenging task of semisupervised human detection and propose an effective approach to facilitate this task. (2) We show a new possibility of developing a single-stage end-to-end detection model, which can be trained on both labeled data and unlabeled data directly. (3) To mitigate error propagation when including unlabeled data during training, we incorporate a RA module into the detection framework to improve the quality of pseudo annotations for unlabeled data. (4) We improve the state-of-the-art results on multiple semisupervised human detection benchmarks.
In the remainder of this paper, we review recent works on (semi-) supervised pedestrian detection in Section II. In Sections III-IV, we briefly introduce the previous work on Region Proposal Networks (RPNs) and present details of the proposed SE-RCNN model, respectively. We further report the experimental results of our approach on multiple benchmarks in Section V. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Human detection is one of the long-standing problems in computer vision. We review the technical development from the representative models based on hand-crafted features to recent CNN-based methods. In the past two decades, a number of hand-crafted features were developed and successfully applied for human detection. A widely used feature is the Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG), and the detection model 'HOG+SVM' achieves strong performance on the INRIA benchmark [17] . Based on HOG, Felzenzwalb et al. [18] proposed a Deformable Part-based Model (DPM) to describe the appearance of each part and also deal with the deformation among parts. To speed up feature computation, the Integral Channel Features (ICF) [19] and the Aggregated Channel Features (ACF) [20] were proposed by Dollar et al. Integral images were used to efficiently compute local sums, histograms and Haar-like features. Further, Nam et al. [21] adopted a feature transformation model to decrease the correlations of ACF in local regions. Since context may provide a cue for more accurate detection, Chen et al. [22] proposed multi-order features to capture co-occurrence contexts of objects from different categories. Shen et al. [23] studied multi-order differential features from a functional approximation perspective, and proposed the Taylor feature transform features for appearance representation. For resolution-aware detection, Yan et al. [24] adopted a coordinate descent procedure to learn the transformations for mapping pedestrians in different resolutions to a common space.
CNNs [25] have achieved considerable success in the object detection domain [16] , [26] , [27] . Faster R-CNN [16] has become a standard architecture, which first allows end-to-end learning on detection tasks. Based on Faster R-CNN, customized architectures have been presented in many works for human detection. Cai et al. [28] proposed a Multi-Scale CNN (MS-CNN) which is a unified model for detection at different intermediate network layers. Du et al. [29] proposed a Fused Deep Neural Network (F-DNN) to increase the variety of proposals, and utilize a soft-weighting scheme to combine multiple downstream classifier for further refinement. As a significant component in a Faster R-CNN, the RPN can perform well as a standalone detector for human detection [30] . The cascaded model of a RPN and boosted forests is able to bring more performance gains. In [31] , Brazil et al. proposed a Simultaneous Detection and Segmentation R-CNN (SDS-RCNN), in which weakly supervised semantic segmentation as an auxiliary task was incorporated into the detection framework. To learn more discriminative features for suppressing background, Lin et al. [32] incorporated an attention module into a CNN, such that convolutional features encode fine-grained information. Zhang et al. [33] found that the CNN channels of a detector may associate different body parts. Based on this observation, they incorporated an attention mechanism across channels into a Faster R-CNN for occluded pedestrian detection. They also investigated the effectiveness of different strategies in improving the performance of Faster R-CNN in [34] . To tackle occlusion in crowd scenes, Wang et al. [35] proposed a repulsion loss to prevent the proposal boxes from shifting to nearby pedestrians. A similar approach was proposed by Zhang et al. [36] in which an aggregation loss was included in an occlusionaware R-CNN model to ensure that proposal boxes are compactly aligned with pedestrians. Another research line is to explicitly estimate the visible part of an occluded pedestrian. In [37] , the detection model consists of two branches for simultaneous full body localization and visible part estimation, respectively. Different from the two-stage detection of Faster R-CNN, a number of single-stage detection models were proposed to simplify the work flow, such as SSD [38] , DSSD [39] and YOLO [40] . Liu et al. [41] adopted an asymptotic localization fitting strategy to utilize a series of predictors for boosting single-stage detection performance.
There are also a number of works which focus on scene-specific pedestrian detection. Without any (or with a limited amount of) labeled data, it is very challenging to perform pedestrian detection in a target scene. A widely used strategy is to collect new training samples from unlabeled data, such that both the amount and diversity of training data can be improved. Nair and Clark [42] obtained pedestrian instances via a background subtraction method. The obtained foreground regions were used to determine the bounding boxes of pedestrians. Their model is applicable to the case of stationary cameras. In [43] , Rosenberg et al. proposed a self-training model, in which including high-confidence detections and re-training the detectors were performed iteratively. To obtain more precise bounding boxes of pedestrians on unlabeled images, Stalder and Grabner [44] utilized a cascaded model to filter out unreliable bounding boxes from the tracking results. On the other hand, Wang et al. [13] utilized various cues from target scenes, such as pedestrian sizes, locations and motion information, to filter out false detections. CNN-based models have also been applied to this task recently. Mhalla et al. [45] proposed a sequential Monte-Carlo filtering method to approximate target data distribution, and incrementally fed collected instances to train a Faster R-CNN. Zeng et al. [46] incorporated an auxiliary reconstruction task into a CNN, such that scene-specific data distribution and visual patterns can be jointly learnt. In the case of limited labeled data, Wu et al. [14] utilized the similarity between labeled data and unlabeled data to improve the training of boosted forests. In another work [15] , a self-paced learning paradigm was adopted to progressively train a CNN by incrementally including more pseudo-labeled data.
How to reduce the dependency of manual annotations is still one of the most critical issues for human detection. The above scene-specific pedestrian detection methods adopt the strategy of collecting new pedestrian examples from unlabeled data and then re-training the detectors. These two stages are separate in their training processes. In contrast, we propose a single-stage semi-supervised detection model. We incorporate a RA module into the framework, such that reliable pseudo annotations for unlabeled images become available. Both labeled data and unlabeled data are fed simultaneously for model optimization. Along with reliability analysis, the SED module in our model can be trained with more supervision. All these aspects make the proposed approach significantly different from all of the above methods.
III. PRELIMINARY: REGION PROPOSAL NETWORKS
Before describing the proposed approach, we provide some preliminary background knowledge on RPNs. As our baseline detection model, RPN is derived from Faster R-CNN. Specifically, Faster R-CNN typically contains three components: a backbone network, a RPN, and a classifier. The RPN is used to produce a set of region proposals in the form of bounding boxes with certain confidence levels for objects. Specifically, a sliding window strategy is adopted over the feature maps of the backbone network with pre-specified scales and aspect ratios. Further, the classifier is employed to predict the category of each object proposal. As reported in [30] , the combination of the backbone network and RPN is able to perform well as a standalone detector, since human detection is a binary classification problem.
For training a RPN parameterized by θ R , a number of proposals from input images are randomly selected to constitute training samples. The l-th proposal box is denoted by t l = (t l,x , t l,y , t l,w , t l,h ), where x, y, w and h denote the corresponding center coordinates, width and height, respectively. Let c l denote the corresponding class label. We adopt the standard labeling policy that a proposal box t l is considered to be positive if it has at least 0.5 IoU with the nearest groundtruth pedestrian box t * l = (t * l,x , t * l,y , t * l,w , t * l,h ) and negative otherwise. This definition can be formalized as follows:
where the function IoU (as defined below) measures the ratio of Intersection-over-Union (IoU) between bounding boxes:
For each training sample, the features are obtained by cropping from the feature maps of the top convolutional layers following ROI-pooling [47] . The cross-entropy function is adopted for evaluating class label prediction as follows:
where R(t l ; θ R ) denotes the predicted probability distribution over classes by using RPN. In addition to correct classification, another goal is to improve the localization of the detections. Toward this end, a bounding box regression function boxReg is defined as follows:
in which
Minimizing boxReg forces RPN to learn a transformation for each proposal box towards the nearest ground-truth box.
In summary, the RPN can be trained end-to-end by minimizing the following loss function on each training sample:
where λ r is a trade-off coefficient for balancing the classification and regression terms. It is noted that this regression function is only applied to positive samples.
IV. PROPOSED APPROACH
In our semi-supervised setting, there are a limited amount of labeled data and a large amount of unlabeled data. The major challenge of training pedestrian detection models in this setting is how to utilize unlabeled data for labeled data augmentation with less risk of error propagation. In this section, we propose to utilize both kinds of data in a singlestage training process, by incorporating an auxiliary task of reliability analysis on proposals from unlabeled data into the detection framework.
A. OVERVIEW
Let L and U denote the labeled data and unlabeled data, respectively. L contains a limited number of fully annotated images. For each one of them, the bounding boxes of all the pedestrians are given. On the other hand, no annotations are available for the images in U. Considering that Faster R-CNN exhibits excellent performance in object detection, we modify it to facilitate semi-supervised human detection.
Specifically, we replace the downstream classifier with a Reliability Analysis (RA) module. the resulting model consists of a SED module and a RA module. In the first module, a backbone network is concatenated with a RPN, and they are parameterized by θ B and θ R , respectively. The second module contains a saliency detection branch and an IoU estimation branch. These two branches are parameterized by θ S and θ I , respectively. In the training process, both labeled and unlabeled data are fed into the model. For each unlabeled image, the SED module produces high-confidence proposals, and the RA module further evaluates them. The filtered proposals are expected to be more reliable, and thus being used to generate pseudo annotations for the unlabeled image. The additional supervision is, in turn, used to optimize the SED module, which makes it generalize well to unseen data. In this case, the SED module is able to perform more accurate detection on unlabeled data, such that the reliability of new proposals can be improved accordingly. The proposed model ensures self-enhancement via reliable proposal selection. It is noted that the RA module will not be used at inference. We describe these two modules in the following sub-sections.
B. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
In order to collect new pedestrian instances from the unlabeled data, a common strategy is to train a detector on the limited labeled data or external label-rich datasets, and apply it to the unlabeled data. The high-confidence detections are used to localize new pedestrian instances from the unlabeled images. However, directly training a detector on a small amount of labeled data may easily lead to overfitting. On the other hand, there may exist significant domain discrepancy between external datasets and the target scene. As a consequence, the quality of the obtained new pedestrian instances is often not satisfactory, and there are many negative instances that cannot be identified by the resulting model. According to our experimental observation, a number of the misclassified instances are 'close but not correct' false positives, e.g. the proposal boxes localizing parts of pedestrians only. This motivates us to build a RA module, such that the IoU ratios of those unreliable instances can be estimated and used for guiding instance selection.
Instead of directly learning a mapping from the features associated with the top convolution layers to the IoU ratio of a proposal box, we incorporate a saliency detection task into the RA module, since salient foreground regions can provide important cues for IoU estimation. However, pixelwise annotations are unavailable in our setting. The saliency detection can be viewed as a weakly supervised task. Some recent works on learning with coarse labels show that leveraging weakly-supervised information is helpful when training data is insufficient [12] , [48] . As shown in FIGURE 1, this module is built on top of the SED module, and there are two branches for saliency detection and IoU estimation. Specifically, the feature map associated with the backbone network is transformed into a heatmap of pre-specified scale. To perform pixel-wise classification, a sigmoid function is appended for predicting class probabilities over the foreground and background classes at each pixel location independently. The loss function for saliency detection can be expressed as follows:
where the saliency detection branch is parameterized by θ S , S(x, y; t i , θ S ) represents the predicted class probability distribution at pixel location (x, y) in proposal box t i , and h i (x, y) denotes the corresponding training target. Further, the IoU ratios of proposal boxes are estimated by the other branch. Rather than re-extracting features from the input image, we infuse the feature maps of the deconvolution layers into the second branch. The infusion aims to encode the information on foreground regions as strong cues into the features for IoU estimation. For this purpose, the corresponding loss function is formulated as follows:
where the IoU estimation branch is parameterized by θ I , I (t i ; θ I ) denotes the estimated IoU ratio of proposal box t i , and the corresponding training target u i is defined as
The optimization of the two branches in the RA module can be formulated as follows:
In addition to the saliency detection branch, the loss satDet is also used to optimize the backbone network, and λ s is a weighting factor. Note that the backward propagation signals from iouEst are not used to update the backbone network and saliency detection branch. Minimizing the loss functions in Eq.(9) is able to optimize the RA module for identifying pedestrian regions and suppressing background, along with estimating the corresponding IoU ratios.
C. SELF-ENHANCED DETECTION
In our setting, only a limited number of training images are annotated. It is critical to exploit the unlabeled data for labeled data augmentation. Effectively increasing the diversity and amount of the training samples can be expected to boost the generalization capability of detection models. Toward this end, we include unlabeled images into the training process, such that the obtained high-confidence proposals can be selectively used for optimizing the model as well as the proposals from manually annotated images. The previously described RA module plays an important role for eliminating error propagation during training, since the proposals misidentified by the current model may mislead subsequent model training.
In order to determine reliable proposals from unlabeled images, let z = [z j ] m j=1 denote an indicator vector (z j ∈ {0, 1}).
For j = 1, . . . , m, z j = 1 if the proposal t j is selected for optimizing the model and 0 otherwise. We formulate the corresponding proposal selection problem as follows:
where E denotes an evaluation function, andĉ = [ĉ j ] m j=1 represents the predicted class labels of the proposals {t j } m j=1 . The second term in Eq.(10) is used for anti-sparsity regularization. Minimizing this term encourages inclusion of more proposals from unlabeled data in model training. The weighting factor µ o is used to attain a balance between selecting more proposals and ensuring their reliability. Further, we define the function E as follows:
where µ o is a positive constant. E is used to combine the cues of classification and IoU estimation for reliable proposal selection. As reported in [49] , the prediction performance can be improved by taking various characteristics of data into consideration. We can adopt an alternating convex search method to find a solution of this programming. For the fixed z,ĉ can be determined by simply assigning the class labels of the proposals according to the predictions of R as follows:
where the function one-hot transforms a probability distribution to a one-hot vector, in which 1 is assigned to the element of the maximum value and 0 to the other elements. When fixingĉ, the solution of the resulting integer programming problem is given as follows:
The proposals extracted from unlabeled images are selected for optimizing the SED module if they have high confidence scores for classification and high IoU ratios. When feeding unlabeled images to our model, a number of selected proposal boxes are viewed as pseudo annotations. In this case, the unlabeled images are partially pseudoannotated, due to the reason that some pedestrians may be missed by the SED module. Having provided reliable proposal boxes from unlabeled images, we combine them with the proposal boxes from labeled images to optimize the SED module. We formulate the optimization of this module based on both labeled data and unlabeled data as follows:
where λ u is a weighting factor for adjusting the relative contributions of the labeled data and unlabeled data during training. In Eq. (14), semi is used for simplifying the representation, andc denotes c if t k ∈ L andĉ otherwise. The main motivation of simultaneous detection and IoU estimation is to train our model with more supervision on unlabeled data. On one hand, the generalization capability of this detection module can be enhanced by learning from more pedestrian examples. On the other hand, a better detection module can produce a higher number of diverse proposals from unlabeled images for labeled data augmentation.
D. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 1) TRAINING TARGETS FOR SALIENCY DETECTION
Since the context around pedestrians in proposal boxes is simple in most cases, detecting salient foreground in the local regions is easier than that in the whole image. In our detection task, the annotations are in the form of bounding boxes, and pixel-wise annotations are not available. To mitigate this issue, we adopt a vertical ellipse to coarsely fit the contour of a pedestrian in each ground-truth boxes. Specifically, we construct a binary map h i as the training target to indicate approximate foreground regions. According to the average aspect ratio of pedestrian instances, we set the length of the long shaft of the ellipse to the height of the proposal box, and the length of the short shaft to 0.5 times that of the long shaft. h i is generated by setting h i (x, y) to 1 for the pixels lying in the fitted ellipse region and 0 otherwise. Therefore, the proposed model can be trained on box-wise annotations for the saliency detection task. Since our goal is to estimate the IoU score rather than the precise contour of foreground regions, pixelwise annotations may not provide a considerable advantage over box-based annotations.
2) EXPLOITING UNLABELED DATA
In our semi-supervised setting, each training mini-batch consists of a labeled image and an unlabeled image. The input images are fed to the backbone network, and the SED module is used to generate candidate bounding boxes around potential pedestrians and corresponding scores. The parameter µ s in Eq. (13) is determined based on the ranking of the proposals. Toward this end, we sort the proposals from the unlabeled image in ascending order according to the values of the function E. A maximum of 20 high-confidence proposals with IoU≥0.7 are merged via NMS, and the remaining ones are viewed as pseudo annotations. Based on the manual and pseudo annotations, there are a total of 140 randomly sampled proposals for optimizing the model in each iteration. Specifically, 40 of them are positive and from both the labeled image and the unlabeled image. The remaining 100 proposals are negative and from the labeled image only, since we partially annotate the unlabeled image on which a number of proposals with IoU<0.5 may be close to the ground-truth boxes of the pedestrians missed by the SED module. This ratio of positives and negatives is used to help alleviate the influence of class imbalance. All unselected proposal boxes are ignored during training.
3) MODEL TRAINING
The backbone network in our model is truncated from a standard VGG-16 [50] (Conv1-5 layers). For the SED module, we pre-define 9 anchors of different scales with a fixed aspect ratio of 0.41, which start from 40 pixels in height with a scaling stride of 1.4× to describe target pedestrian scales. Each anchor works as a sliding window detector across the feature maps of the top convolution layers. The training protocol of this module is the same as Faster R-CNN. The architecture of the RA module is illustrated in TABLE 1.
The saliency detection branch consists of 3 deconvolution layers, and the IoU estimation branch is composed of 3 fully connected layers. There are different sizes of proposal boxes returned by the SED module. For simplicity, we extract the features by applying ROI pooling in the corresponding local regions on the feature maps, and feed them to the RA module. To enhance the complementarity between the two modules, we use two separate mini-batches of randomly selected samples for training them. The backward propagation signals from both modules are combined to update the backbone network. The details of the optimization process are summarized in Algorithm 1.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first briefly describe the human detection benchmarks, followed by an introduction to the settings and evaluation metrics [51] used in our experiments. After then, we make a comparison to the state-of-the-art semi-supervised human detection methods. More experimental analysis on the effectiveness of our improvement strategies is provided on multiple datasets.
A. DATASETS
We conduct extensive experiments on the following standard human detection benchmarks: MIT-Traffic [52] : The MIT-Traffic dataset consists of 420 training images and 100 test images sampled uniformly from a 90-minute long surveillance video depicting a traffic scene of pedestrians crossing an intersection.
CUHK-Square [53] : This dataset contains 352 training images and 100 test images sampled uniformly from a 60-minute long surveillance video in which students walk in a campus square.
Caltech 1×: Caltech-USA [54] is a popular dataset for pedestrian detection. This dataset is derived from 10 hours of traffic videos in urban scenes. There are 11 sets of videos taken by in-car cameras in urban areas. We perform uniform sampling of the training data on every 30-th frame, and the resulting Caltech 1× dataset consists of 4250 training images and 4024 test images. Randomly sample a labeled image I L from L and an unlabeled image I U from U.
5:
for each mini-batch B = {I L , I U } do 6: Feed I U into the SED module to obtain proposals.
7:
Select high-confidence proposals and estimate the corresponding IoU ratios. 8: Apply Eqs. (12) (13) to select reliable proposals.
9:
Generate pseudo annotations for I U via NMS.
10:
Feed I L into the SED module to obtain proposals.
11:
Sample proposals X det to update the RPN by Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD):
12:
Sample proposals X est to update the RA module by SGD:
13:
Update the backbone network by SGD:
14:
end for 15: end for 16: Return θ B , θ R , θ S and θ I . ETH-Bahnhof: This dataset is constructed by uniformly sampling 333 frames from the Bahnhof sequence of the ETH dataset [55] . This setting is the same as [56] . In the experiment, all the images are used for evaluating the generalization capability of the models trained on Caltech 1×.
CityPersons [34] : Compared with Caltech 1×, this dataset is more diverse since the data is collected from different cities. There are 2975 and 1575 images for training and testing, respectively. The density of pedestrian is close to 7 per image, which is much higher than that in Caltech 1×.
B. SETTINGS
In the semi-supervised setting, only a limited number of training images are fully annotated, and the remaining images are used as the unlabeled data without any annotations. Unless otherwise indicated, there are 5% of training data with annotations. Based on the common labeling policy, a proposal box is labeled as positive if it has >0.5 IoU with the nearest ground-truth pedestrian box and otherwise negative. For evaluating the detection performance, we adopt the standard log-average Miss Rate (MR) in the False Positive Per Image (FPPI) range of [10 −2 , 10 0 ]. MR is an appropriate indicator for assessing detection models applied in real-world applications, due to the reason that it is able to illustrate the capability of the detector for balancing MR and FPPI.
Most of the hyper-parameters in the proposed model can be fixed. We set λ r in Eq.(6) and λ s in Eq.(9) to 0.2 and 0.02, respectively. To avoid the unlabeled data dominating the overall loss, λ u in Eq. (14) is set to 0.1. The backbone network of our model is pre-trained on ImageNet [25] , and all remaining parts of the proposed model are initialized randomly. In the training process, our model is optimized by using stochastic gradient descent with momentum of 0.9. The learning rate is initially set to 0.001, and then is decreased to 0.0005 after 50000 iterations. The training is stopped after 100000 iterations. Since an object may be detected multiple times, the NMS strategy is adopted to pairs of nearby proposals. In the experiment, we set an IoU threshold of 0.5 for NMS. We implement the proposed model on the PyTorch platform, and the hardware included an Intel Core-i7 CPU and a single NVIDIA 1080 Ti GPU with 12GB memory. The runtime performance of our detection model is the same as the standalone RPN.
C. UNRELIABLE PROPOSAL FILTERING
In this subsection, we investigate the effectiveness of our RA module in the following three aspects: saliency detection, IoU estimation and sample selection.
1) SALIENCY DETECTION
Since the training of the RA module is mainly based on saliency detection, we visualize some representative results of saliency detection in FIGURE 2. It is noted that we do not have pixel-wise annotations for training the saliency detection branch. As an alternative, we construct training targets by using an ellipse to coarsely approximate the average shape of pedestrians in the ground-truth boxes. The selected proposal boxes include both positives and negatives on each dataset. We can observe that the results accurately indicate the regions of pedestrians. In particular, the visible parts of the pedestrians can also be located for the hard negative ones.
2) IOU ESTIMATION
It is very challenging to accurately estimate the IoU ratio of proposal boxes from unseen images. In our task, we aim to use the estimated IoU ratio as a cue to filter out unreliable proposals, such that the quality of the resulting pseudo annotations can be improved. Therefore, we adopt the labeling policy of ≥0.5 IoU to label the proposals from the test images of CUHK-Square, MIT-Traffic and Caltech 1×. FIGURE 3 shows the distributions of pseudo labels and ground-truth labels. The results suggest that IoU-based pseudo labels are close to the ground-truth.
3) SAMPLE SELECTION
Further, we apply the reliability analysis module to single out unreliable proposals. For each dataset, a set of highconfidence proposals are extracted from the test images by our model, along with the corresponding estimated IoU ratios. We adopt an IoU value of 0.7 as the threshold to filter the proposals. In FIGURE 4 , we plot the distributions of the ground-truth IoU ratios of the proposals before and after filtering. We observe that the rate of the proposals having ≥0.5 IoU increase significantly after filtering. This result indicates that the RA module is useful for improving the reliability of the resulting proposals, such that the risk of error propagation can be reduced when using them to generate pseudo annotations for unlabeled images.
D. COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ARTS 1) RESULTS ON CUHK-SQUARE AND MIT-TRAFFIC
The two datasets have been used for evaluation of scene-specific human detection in a number of existing works, since their images are captured in surveillance scenes. For MIT-Traffic, the camera is distant to the crossroad, such that the sizes of the pedestrians are very small. The main challenges of CUHK-Square include significant differences in scale and perspective deformation due to the low elevation of the camera. For comparing with competing methods, we compute MR in the FPPI range of [10 −1 , 10 0 ] and report the results in TABLE 2. Among those methods using unlabeled data but without any annotation, 'SMC Faster R-CNN' [45] performs the best on both datasets. When 5% of the training images are annotated, better detection results can be obtained by the semi-supervised methods: 'Variant SemiBoost' [14] , 'Temporal Ensembling' [58] and 'Self-paced CNN' [15] . In this case, the proposed approach is able to outperform all the three semi-supervised methods. In particular, our approach achieves MR values of 0.2575 and 0.2470, which is significantly lower than that of the second best method 'Self-paced CNN' on CUHK-Square and MIT-Traffic, respectively. The detection-error-tradeoff (DET) curves of our model and the competing methods are plotted in FIGURE 5. 
2) RESULTS ON CALTECH 1×, CityPersons AND ETH-BAHNHOF
Compared to the previous two datasets, Caltech 1× and CityPersons are much more challenging due to the reason that dynamic background makes the task of semi-supervised pedestrian detection more difficult. Previous state-of-the-art methods mainly focus on fully supervised learning on these datasets. We compare our approach with 'Faster R-CNN' [16] , 'RPN+BF' [30] and 'SDS-RPN' [31] due to the availability of open-source codes. In the experiment, the competing methods are trained on the labeled data only. The detection results of the methods are shown in TABLE 3. We can observe that 'RPN+BF' and 'SDS-RPN', as strong baseline models, surpass 'Faster R-CNN' by about 22 and 25 percentage points, and our proposed approach achieves the lowest MR of 0.3254 on Caltech 1×. Compared with the semi-supervised model 'Variant SemiBoost', the superiority of the proposed approach is also significant while the corresponding margin reaches about 20 percentage points. It is noted that both our approach and 'Variant SemiBoost' are trained on the same labeled data and unlabeled data. On CityPersons, the proposed approach also outperforms 'Faster R-CNN' and 'SDS-RPN'. To further evaluate the generalization capability of the proposed model, we train it on Caltech 1× for the cases where 10%, 20% and 100% of the training images are fully annotated. We test the resulting models on both Caltech 1× and ETH-Bahnhof as shown in FIGURE 6. When the ratio of labeled data increases, the proposed model significantly reduces the corresponding MR. The trends are consistent on both the data sets. Additional supervision on unlabeled data is especially beneficial for our approach, which let the model see more pedestrian examples and generalize well to another dataset. 
E. ABLATION STUDY
In order to figure out the relative contributions of different components of our SE-RCNN model, we further carry out ablation experiments in this subsection. The experiments are conducted on CUHK-Square, MIT-Traffic and Caltech 1× and CityPersons datasets, and the detection results achieved by different variants are reported in the following. TABLE 4 summarizes the ablation experiments. There are large margins between our model and 'Original RPN' on all the datasets. The corresponding performance gain over this baseline is 12, 8, 11 and 7 percentage points on the four datasets, which verifies the effectiveness of our model in facilitating semi-supervised human detection. When training the proposed model on labeled data only, the detection performance of the resulting model 'SE-RCNN w/ Sup. Only' becomes worse in all the cases. We consider that the proposed model is able to exploit unlabeled data for enhancing its own training. 8 show a set of detection results of the baseline and our model on CUHK-Square and Caltech 1×, respectively. We can observe that the proposed model can successfully detect most instances, which are missed by the baseline.
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of IoU estimation in filtering out unreliable proposals, we disable the corresponding loss function and build another variant 'SE-RCNN w/o IoU Est.'. During training, the highconfidence proposals are used directly for generating pseudo annotations for unlabeled images. We found that 'SE-RCNN w/o IoU Est.' degrades heavily, especially on Caltech 1× and CityPersons. This indicates that IoU estimation plays an important role in filtering out unreliable proposals. It can also be observed that the detection performance deteriorates when disabling saliency detection. In this case, only the features extracted from the last convolutional layer of the backbone network are used for IoU estimation without any information on foreground regions. The performance drop means that saliency detection is able to provide important cues for IoU estimation. Consequently, we consider that these components lead to state-of-the-art performance of our model on the test datasets. In the fully supervised setting, we also compare the proposed method 'SE-RCNN w/ Ful. Sup.' with 'Original RPN' and 'SDS-RPN'. It can be observed that 'SE-RCNN w/ Ful. Sup.' achieves similar performance with 'SDS-RPN', and both methods significantly outperform 'Original RPN'. We consider that the auxiliary task of saliency detection is useful for facilitating human detection.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce a SE-RCNN model for semi-supervised human detection. To exploit unlabeled data, we incorporate a RA module into our detection framework. An auxiliary task of saliency detection is also included to provide an important cue for IoU estimation. Based on the estimates, the high-confidence proposal boxes can be filtered and then used for generating reliable pseudo annotations. As a single-stage model, both labeled data and unlabeled data can be simultaneously used for model optimization. We report state-of-the-art results on multiple pedestrian detection datasets. We further demonstrate the effectiveness of each proposed component of our framework by conducting comprehensive ablation experiments. Encouraged by the obtained results, we consider that the proposed approach will also be useful for improving general object detection with semi-supervised assumptions.
